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1. Introduction
One of the ways to accelerate 3D MCAD (Mechanical Computer-Aided Design) workflow
is the application of standard parts digital libraries. It enables rapid and easy placement of
ready-to-use predefined components into the 3D assembly file. The important fact is that
standard parts appear commonly within contemporary virtual designs.
Modern commercial digital libraries deliver 2D symbols (hydraulic, pneumatic or PI&D
diagramming schematics, etc) and 3D models (standard fasteners, structural frames, injection
mold plates and ejector pins, etc). According to independent consulting companies, in most
cases designers need 3D models of main thread fasteners (bolts, nuts and washers), because
such parts are necessary and commonly used in many different industries e.g. machine design,
tooling, aerospace & defence, automotive, consumer product goods, etc.
Many 3D MCAD software suppliers deliver massive fasteners libraries that consist of
parts based on the most popular global drawing standards: ISO, ANSI, UNI, GB, DIN, JIS,
GOST, etc. However, in every single case of the software, the embedded library contains only
the most popular dimensional series of types.
The majority of MCAD software Polish users find Polish Drawing standards (PN-EN,
PN-EN ISO, PN/M) essential for their design tasks. Unfortunately, none of domestic
available 3D systems provides the complete (!) digital library of PN standard parts so far. So,
due to Polish designers demands, there is a very important and up-to-date need to create a
complete library of previously described standard parts. Such a tool can widely extend the
productivity of Polish engineers and their foreign collaborators.
The paper presents such a library, called „KNSE - Solid Edge - Fasteners Library 2006”,
describes the manner of its formation, maintenance and its most interesting advantages.
2. Contents of „KNSE - Solid Edge - Fasteners Library 2006” tool
Members of Solid Edge Students’ Union (Koło Naukowe Solid Edge - KNSE) from the
Mechanical Engineering Faculty in University of Technology and Agriculture in Bydgoszcz
(Poland) created the digital library that contains virtual models of bolts, nuts and washers
based on ALL Polish Drawing Standards (PN) requirements, that are currently obligatory in
Poland, according to the “Polish Committee for Standardization 2006 Catalogue” [1].
The detailed list of aforementioned library contents is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The detailed list of PN - Polish Drawing Standards in the case of bolts, nuts and
washers, included in „KNSE - Solid Edge - Fasteners Library 2006” contents (the
total amount of standards and corresponding series of types is presented)
BOLTS

Bolts, totally:
- 41 PN main standards,
- 567 series of types,

NUTS

Nuts, totally:
- 41 PN main standards,
- 776 series of types,

WASHERS

Washers, totally:
- 26 PN main standards,
- 493 series of types,

THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF LIBRARY CONTENTS:
- 108 PN MAIN STANDARDS,
- 1836 SERIES OF TYPES INCLUDED IN THOSE STANDARDS
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3. The manner of the thread fasteners digital library formation
The 3D MCAD UGS Solid Edge system [2] enables the User to create parametric models,
i.e. their dimensions can be combined with each other with mathematical formulas.
Furthermore, model dimensions can depend on variables values, defined by the software User
or based on external data. During the design of a chosen fastener type (PN standards consist
of multiple series of types), one fully parametric model has been created with the Solid Edge
Part environment. Every single dimension has been linked with the variable, and in the case
of the bolt these dimensions meant: thread size, thread pitch, bolt cylinder length, thread
depth, bolt head height and width, etc. Depending on variables values, the parametric model
can flexibly change its initial dimensions and shape. The process of variables establishing,
linking with suitable dimensions and assuming their initial values has been carried out with
the Variable Table software tool (Fig. 1).
All possible (lawful) variables values combinations – appropriate for every single different
fastener type – were recorded in the text file (Fig. 2). Such a file is supposed to be the library
control input file. After the transfer of right variables values set (from the text input file to the
MCAD file) the parametric initial model transforms into the chosen derivative one.
So, with only one initial parametric Part file that can easily transform, the User is able to
create every possible fastener, described by the chosen PN drawing standard. That is why, the
total amount of the library contents needs very little disk space and requires a small part of the
workstation operational memory.
4. „KNSE - Solid Edge - Fasteners Library 2006” User Interface and maintenance
The library is supposed to be launched within the Solid Edge Assembly environment that
enables the 3D design of multiple parts sets. To place a fastener into the MCAD assembly file
the User needs to select parameters (described below) in the library dialog box:
- needed fastener kind, e.g.: the bolt,
- the necessary PN drawing standard, e.g.: PN-90/M-82244: Hexagon small head bolts
with cylindrical neck,
- thread size and pitch, e.g.: M10x1.25,
- bolt cylinder length, e.g.: 80 mm.
During the fastener selection with the dialog box, the User is supported with intuitive 2D and
3D previews of the part geometry as well as its dimensions values list for available series of
types. The 2D preview presents both: fully dimensioned model in main perpendicular views
(Fig. 3a) as well as in the pictorial ISO view. Furthermore, the 3D preview enables the User to
rotate, pan and zoom the part to investigate details as much as possible.
After the correct fastener selection, the brand new part file is created and placed into
the 3D assembly. It is essentially important that the fastener file name consists of the chosen
PN drawing standard description followed by the most important dimensions values (PN
requirements). After the selection of screw with parameters described above, the brand new
file name is: PN-90_M-82244_M10x1.25_80.par. Such a workflow philosophy facilitates the
User navigation within the 3D assembly environment and it is critically important while
working with large assemblies that may consists of 100.000 parts or even more.
The example of the MCAD assembly where all PN fasteners where placed with the
library tool is presented on the Fig. 4. It is the rendered detail view of the main drive unit of
the loose mineral material drying oven [3]. It’s convenient to pay attention to the variety of
applied thread fasteners, beginning with M8 (the cover fitting) to M90 (toothed wheel rim
fitting).
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Fig. 1. Parametric 3D MCAD model of a chosen bolt, where values of all dimensions are linked to variables with
the Variable Table tool

Fig. 2. Piece of the input text file, that contains all available variables values combinations (it enables the creation
of any fastener, described by the given PN standard, on the basis of only one parametric part file)
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a)

b)

Fig. 3. The library interface enables the selection of a wanted fastener, PN standard, thread size, pitch and other
given dimensions, during the fastener placement into the assembly file with the preview: a) 2D, b) 3D

Fig. 4. The example of the 3D assembly, where all thread fasteners were placed with the library tool
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Fig. 5. Editing of the fastener model given variables values after its placement in the 3D assembly file (it may
cause geometric changes in the case of the selected part only, chosen set of parts or all identical ones)

Fig. 6. The selected single part or multiple parts replacement with fasteners described by the different PN standard
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The UGS Solid Edge system User is able to edit the value of any variable in the case of
every fastener placed into the 3D assembly with the library tool. For example, after the
placement of the screw with the incorrect threaded cylinder length, there is no need to delete
the part and to create the proper one with the library. The only needed user interaction is to
select the bolt and edit the value of the correct variable linked to the correct model dimension
(in this case – the threaded cylinder length). The update can be applied to one part only, set of
selected parts or all identical parts placed in the assembly file. The example of the length
dimension change in the case of selected bolts, after their placement into the assembly is
shown on the Fig. 5. After such an edit, there is a possibility of parts files names update.
Equally easy is the replacement of selected fasteners with parts given by the different
PN standard. For example the User is able to replace chosen models of hexagon nuts - Type1
incl. the washer face (PN-EN ISO 4032) with the models of prevailing torque hexagon nuts
incl. flange and non-metallic insert (PN-EN 1663). The example of such a replacement is
shown on the Fig. 6.
5. Examples of MCAD design workflow automation with quasi-intelligent fasteners
stacks application
In most of cases, fasteners exist in complete sets, called stacks, i.e. subassemblies that
contain the proper bolt and a suitable quantity of adequate washers and nuts. To avoid the
necessity of separate assembly placement of every single stack component, the library Users
additionally received predefined adjustable stack subassemblies. These parts sets contain
models of a chosen bolt, a pair of given washers and a single suitable nut (Fig. 7a). After the
adjustable stack placement into the assembly file, it is possible to eliminate needless
components (washers or a nut) without the loss of 3D relationships. Furthermore,
supplementary nuts and washers can be added to the fasteners stack at once (Fig. 7b). That is
why these predefined subassemblies form flexible fastener stacks.

a)

b)

Fig. 7. Predefined and adjustable fasteners stack: a) initial configuration, b) User – edited set, after its placement
into the active 3D assembly file
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Fig. 8. Adjustable fasteners stack update after the edit of so-called parent parts geometry, e.g. the thickness of
one or more joined plates

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 9. The process of semi-automatic hole feature creating in models of plates joined together with the
quasi-intelligent fasteners stack: a) the fasteners subassembly placement, b) selection of plates top faces,
where the hole feature is supposed to take place, c) the cutaway view of the assembly with holes created
where needed, d) the 2D cross section of the aforementioned assembly
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Saving predefined fasteners sets as adjustable subassemblies enable their rapid geometry
update, e.g. after the thickness change in the case of one or more of joined plates (Fig. 8).
Mostly, during the fasteners placement into the 3D assembly, appropriate relationships are
established on the basis of parts being placed and parts that already exist in the assembly file.
The example may be the relationship of the coaxial alignment between the threaded cylinder
of the bolt model and the hole cylinder selected in one of plate models.
However, in many cases the location of holes that need to be created in the plates can be
found only after the suitable assembly of a given device (e.g. control panel) joined together
with plates with fasteners. So, in these cases there is an important need to avoid manual and
often multiple process of creating holes in plates after the device placement, on the basis of
bolts location.
That is why complete fasteners stack files were extended with the information concerned with
semi-automatic hole feature creation in places corresponding with a given bolt, nut and washer
existence. The feature can cause creating many kinds of holes, always appropriate to the
given fastener. Holes may be: simple, threaded, tapered, counterbored, countersunk or be their
combination. To make the workflow flexible, the hole feature creation is optional, instead of
obligatory.
After the fasteners stack placement into the assembly, where suitable holes do not exist
yet (Fig. 9a), top faces of plates need to selected, where hole features are supposed to take
place (Fig. 9b). The cutaway view of the assembly, with holes created where needed after the
fasteners stack placement is shown on Fig. 9c, and its 2D cross section - on Fig. 9d. The
important fact is, that models of bolts, nuts and washers are always shown as fully visible,
even on 2D cross sections of assemblies (default setting).
6. Conclusions
The complete digital library of main threaded fasteners based on Polish Drawing
Standards (PN) requirements has been designed. These standards are obligatory for the
majority of polish designers. All necessary PN standards that concern bolts, nuts and washers
are included, so the library contains data of 1836 series of types described with 108 PN
requirements.
For the sake of creating advanced parametric base models, it takes a very little disk space
to store „KNSE - Solid Edge - Fasteners Library 2006” (less then 180 MB).
The flexibility of the library maintenance is very important. It means permanent User
access to fasteners geometric variables values even after their placement into the 3D assembly
file. The User is able to replace selected parts with other ones, described by a totally different
PN drawing standard. Furthermore, using quasi-intelligent predefined fasteners stacks,
causing the semi-automatic hole feature creation in joined plates, enables accelerating of the
design workflow.
The effect of the library contents management with the easy-to-edit input text file is rapid
and productive update of the library tool in the case of brand new requirement of Polish
Committee for Standardization.
Introducing the „KNSE - Solid Edge - Fasteners Library 2006” to the Polish commercial
3D MCAD software market can finally terminate all difficulties connected with Polish
standard parts application in modern design tasks. Making such a library the integral part of
the UGS Solid Edge software can contribute to further perception of that system as the
dominant one within the “mid-range” 3D MCAD software.
According to the commercial software market analysis, it is stated, that the „KNSE - Solid
Edge - Fasteners Library 2006” containing the geometry of ALL bolt, nuts and washers that
are obligatory in a given country is a true breakthrough in the 3D MCAD domain.
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SUMMARY:
The paper presents the method of creating the digital library of 3D MCAD design standard
parts, dedicated for UGS Solid Edge system users. The „KNSE - Solid Edge - Fasteners
Library 2006” consists of ALL bolts, nuts and washer based on Polish Drawing Standards
requirements (PN): PN-EN, PN-EN ISO and PN/M. The manner of parametric base models
shaping is presented as well as linking dimensions values with variables. If variables values
change properly, every base fastener model can easily transform into any given fastener,
being a part of the same PN drawing standard. All variables values combinations are recorded
in the text file that is the input one and flexibly manages the library contents. That is why it is
possible to create a suitable MCAD fastener file on the basis of only one parametric base
model. User workflow process automation is emphasized. The adjustable fasteners stack
application is described. Their application enables User access to all suitable components
variables so the stack edit can be rapid and productive. Fasteners stack are adjustable sets of
3D part, so they update to design environment changes, e.g. the thickness change of plates
jointed together. Quasi-intelligent fasteners stacks can enforce the plate models to create hole
features in places where bolts, nuts or washer will be placed. For the sake of its large contents,
the presented library tool is a real breakthrough in the 3D MCAD domain. The „KNSE - Solid
Edge - Fasteners Library 2006” may finally terminate all difficulties connected with Polish
standard parts application in modern design tasks. This may be the effective answer to many
Polish designers demands.
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